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Unit Theme and Principal Content Standard:

8.5.13 Identify Tennessee's role within the early development

of the nation.

Secondary Content Standards:

8.5.13 B. Examine the expansion of settlers into Tennessee.

8.5.13 C. Discuss the entry of Tennessee into the Union.

Principle Reading Standard:

Determine the central ideas or information of a primary or secondary 

source; provide an accurate summary of the source distinct from prior

knowledge or opinions.

Principle Writing Standard:

Produce clear and coherent writing in which the development, 

organization, and style are appropriate to task, purpose, and audience.

Goals:

1. TSW visit a historic site.

2. TSW obtain knowledge of Daniel Smith and his contributions to the

     state of Tennessee.

3. TSW participate in class discussion relating to field trip.

4. TSW apply knowledge gained to a class activity.

5. TSW apply knowledge to a take-home writing assignment.

Instructional Procedures:

Set: Students will participate in a class field trip to Rock Castle

       and take a tour of the facility.



Activities:

1. While at Rock Castle, TSW fill out a worksheet to write facts on tour 

     and the house.

2. In the classroom, TSW participate in a class discussion to answer the 

    following questions:

Who was Daniel Smith?

Who was his family?

Where is he from?

Where did he live?

When did he live?

When did he serve in the military?

What did he do?

What did he do for Tennessee? Hendersonville?

What was life like living in early America?

What is the importance of the story of Daniel Smith?

3. TSW look at a map and see what Tennessee looked like when surveyed

     and discuss what the differences are now.

4. TSW write a letter with the following guidelines:

Imagine you are Sarah Smith. Write a letter to Daniel as

if you are living her life at Rock Castle while he is away.

What are the things you would tell him? Concerns? Positives?

*Relates to letter Sarah wrote to Daniel talked about on the tour*

Closure:

Conclude on knowing the importance of Daniel Smith to the state of 

Tennessee and the culture of life in early America.

Assignment:

1. Write a letter as if you are Daniel Smith in response to letter written 

     earlier in class. Relate to him as student did Sarah.



Assessment of Student Learning:

1. TSW write a 3-5 paragraph essay on the importance of 

     Rock Castle and Daniel Smith and the relation to 

     the city of Hendersonville and state of Tennessee.

Sources:

1. Tour of Rock Castle

2. Map of the United States

3. Map of "Tennassee Government"

    http://dc.lib.unc.edu/cdm4/item_viewer.php?CISOROOT=/ncmaps&CISOPTR=141&CISOBOX=1&REC=20

4. www.historicrockcastle.com/meetthefamily

5. www.historicrockcastle.com/sitearchitecture.html

6. www.historicrockcastle.com/Furnishings.html

7. Crossword Puzzle created by Emily States


